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Abstrack
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)is a 1 M W pulsed spallation source for neutron sc
construction at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. This facility is being designed as a 5-laboratory collaboration
project. This paper addresses the proposed facility layout, the process for selection and construction of neutron
scattering instruments at the SNS, the initial planning done on the basis of a reference set of ten instruments, and the
plans for research and development (R&D) to support construction of the first ten instruments and to establish the
infrastructureto support later development and construction of additional instruments.

Overview of the SNS Facility
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) is an accelerator-based facility designed to meet the needs of the
neutron scattering community in the United States well into the next century. SNS is a U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE)project that is being designed and will be constructed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory by a collaboration
including Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL), Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL). The functional requirements for the SNS have been set by the scientific community in conjunction with

DOE.

In operation, a front-end system and a linac produce and accelerate lar e currents of H- ions to 1 GeV. A
stripping process is used to inject these ions into a proton accumulator ring, w ere they are collected and then
extracted as very short (e1p)intense pulses of protons. These proton pulses bombard a mercury target, producing
large quantities of fast neutrons by the spallation process. Two ambient temperature water moderators and two
cryogenic liquid hydrogen moderators slow the neutrons from the target to produce beams of thermal and cold
neutrons optimized for neutron scattering experiments. This facility is fully described in a Conceptual Design
Report.[ 13 Figure 1 shows the proposed facility configuration. LBNL is responsible for the front end, LANL for the
linac, BNL for the accumulator ring, ORNL for the target station, and ANL for the neutron scattering instruments.
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Figure 1. Proposed layout of the SNS facility.
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SNS will initially operate at 1 M w and 60 Hz with one target station having 18 beam ports. The construction
project provides funding to design and construct ten instruments for neutron scattering experiments. Upgrade paths
have been identified for providing additional instruments, a second target station operating at 10-20Hz,and
substantial increases in power. The eventual configuration with two target stations will provide at least 36 fullyinstrumented neutron beams, and ultimate accelerator power of at least 4 M W . This upgrade process is designed to
allow SNS to grow as the needs of the scientific community expand.
Construction of the SNS facility will require 7 years, starting in October. 1998. Total project cost is
$1,333 M, of which $59 M is for construction of the ten neutron scattering instruments and $24 M is for instrument
R&D.

Selection,Design, Construction, and Installation of Instruments

As noted above, the SNS construction project contains funding for design and construction of the first ten
neutron scattering instruments. These will be selected on the basis of input from the user community, and will span
the types of science anticipated to be most important for this facility. These ten instruments will be installed and
ready for commissioningat the time the source turns on late in 2005. It is expected that additional instruments will
be installed soon after that.
The broad user community will be involved in the selection, design, consauction, and operation of the
neutron scattering instruments. Tbeir involvement in this activity has already begun. A workshop held in October
1996 provided user recommendations for more than 30 neutron scattering instruments to support the different types
of science. A second user workshop is scheduled for Fall, 1998. This workshop will lead to the formation of
Instrument Advisory Teams, made up of scientists with interests in specific types of instruments. These teams will
formulate concepts for the different instruments. An Instrument Oversight Committee of external scientists will then
advise SNS management about which of these concepts should be selected for design and construction.
Argonne National Laboratory, working with scientists from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, IS responsible
for the design, construction, and installation of the first ten neutron scattering instruments. The Instrument Advisory
Teams will play a major role in this process as well. Each instrument will have an associated ORNL scientist
responsible for directing the design and construction effort. These instrumenkcientists are currently being hired.
They will be stationed at ANL and work with experienced ANL scientists d*ng the design and construction
phases, and will then move to ORNL to supervise installation of the instruments. When the facility is operational,
these scientists will be the “instrument scientists”responsible for the operation of these ten instruments for the user
community. This process will ensure that the facility will have a core of trained scientists to enhance its
effectiveness as a user facility.

Tbe Reference Set of Instruments
The recommendationsof the first User Workshop have been distilled to define a reference set of ten
instruments to be used for planning purposes, and reference design concepts have been prepared for this set. Table 1
Lists this reference set. Each instrument selected is one of the highest priority instruments specified at the workshop
d is capabIe of effective operation at the 6O-Hz target station. Instruments in tbe reference set span a very wide
and represenrative range of science and a repmentative m g e of instrument typcs and costs.
A layout of this reference set of instrumentson the neutron beams was developed to provide a realistic

optimization of the configuration of the experiment hall and to define in detail a suitable interface between realistic
instruments and the target station, including shielded locations for choppers. Figure 2 shows the optimized layout of
this reference set of instruments in the experiment hall based on these reference instrument conceptual designs. In
this layout each instrument views its appropriate moderator and the high-resolution powder difiactometers view
their respective moderators at normal incidence in order to provide the best time-of-flight resolution. Side access to
instruments is preserved wherever possible, with as many as practical of the instruments lying under crane coverage
within the experiment hall. These reference instruments have also been subjected to a careful cost and schedule
analysis to make sure the planned budget and schedule for the instruments is realistic.

Table 1. Reference Set of Instruments
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Figure 2. Layout of the reference set of instruments in the SNS experiment hall.

Research and Development

'Ik S24 M earmarked for instrument-related R&D activities is intended not only to support the design and
constmdion of the first ten instruments, but also to enhance the infrastructurefor the development of future
instrumcr~ts.This R&D effort is divided into the 9 separate categories described briefly below.

instrument Spci@atwn
'Ibis task largely concerns the development of concepts for a variety of neutron scattering instruments.
htmmatt Advisory Teams will be formed to provide extensive us& input into this process. Instrumentsin use at

existing pulsed neutron facilities, particularly ISIS, will be studied and used as starting points. Other documentation
will also be utilized such as the IPNS upgrade study and various European Spallation Source studies. Coordination
will also take place with the LANSCE instrument upgrade. Prototyping of some of these instrument concepts will be
carried out at IPNS and LANSCE, and possibly at other facilities. This work is intended to provide the basis for
selecting the ten instruments to be built as part of the construction project. Some activity in this task will continue to
provide the basis for design choices for specific components for the selected instruments.
Design Tool Development
This task involves the development of software tools for design of neutron scattering instruments. Primary
emphasis will be placed on the development of Monte Carlo codes for simulating the performance of the different
kinds of instruments. These codes will be developed as a set of modules for individual neutron optical components,
so that these modules can then be linked togetheF to simulate an entire instrument. In this way a small number of
optical component code modules can provide the basis for a large variety of instruments simply by changing the
linking of the modules. SNS will work with the international community to set standards for such modules. This
will enable modules developed at various other facilities tobe readily used, so that not all of the necessary code need
be supplied by SNS.This Monte Carlo software suite will be used in the instrument evaluation process and in the
optimization of the instruments. Development of this software will continue to the point where the software is useful
in diagnosing problems during the instrument commissioning phase, and in diagnosing problems with specific
experiments once the instruments are operational.
Concept Evaluation and Instrument Selection
The Monte Carlo simulation codes and other design tools will be used to model the most promising of the
instrument concepts. Full simulations based on these instrument concepts will be used to evaluate the relative
performance of the different concepts. This information will serve as input for the process of selecting the ten
instruments to be constructed. This process will involve the Instrument Advisory Teams. the Instrument Oversight
Committee, and SNS management.
x

Data Acquisition System Development
The heart of any time-of-flight neutron scattering instrument, such as all of the instruments at SNS,is the
system that collects the pulses from the detectors and histograms these pulses in a manner that is meaningful to the
inslrument user. Data on the SNS instruments will be generated in a multi-parameter form. In all cases the position
and the time-of-flight of the detected neutron are important, and in some cases other parameters such as the chopper
phase or state of a time-varying field on the sample will &so be important. Data rates will be very high on many of
the SNS neutron scattering instruments, and all of these instruments will collcct and histopram many channels of
this multi-parameter data. A new generation of data acquisition system must be developed to meet these
requirements.Development of this system will involve consmction and testing of prototype systems using realistic
conditions on existing pulsed neutron source instruments at IPNS and LANSCE.
Neutron Detector Development

Instruments at pulsed sources can utilize many detectors to simultaneously acquire data at different
momentum positions. Standard %e detectors are generally satisfactory, but are very expensive. In some cases
desired data accumulation rates and the need for very high spatial resolution are not possible with existing
technology. Scintillation detectors look promising, but still have some problems. Recent work indicates that solid
state detectors may also be useful for some applications. Development work wit1 be done to improve the
performance of scintillation detectors, to investigatethe applicability of solid state detectors, and to produce position
sensitive detectors with a high spatial sensitivity and capable of a high count rate.Activities likely to reduce the cost
of neutron detectors will also be supported. A SNS Detector Advisory Committee composed of experts external to
the project will provide advice concerning choices of technology and vendors for detector R&D. This committee
has now been formed, and Table 2 shows the current membership.
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Table 2. Current members of the SNS Detector Advisory Committee

Steve Naday
Veljko Radeka
Jon Kapustinsky
Jacques Millaud
Michael Kreisler
Don Hutchinson

ANL
BNL

LANL

LBNL

LLNL
ORNL

Chair

Nobuo Niimura
Carel van Eijk
Jim Schelten
Peter Geltenbort
Nigel Rhodes

JAERI
Delft
Juelich

ILL

RAL

Neutron Chopper Development
Almost all of the neutron scattering instruments will require neutron choppers of various types. Tochoppers
are used to remove the burst of fast neutrons associated with the prompt pulse. bandwidth choppers restrict the
wavelength range of neutrons allowed to reach the detectors, and E, choppers are used to select the incident neutron
energy in chopper spectrometers. Tochoppers that can fit within the space in the SNS chopper caves must be
developed. Toand bandwidth choppers must be developed that can minimize the background in the instruments
even when some of the pulses are being eliminated. High-speed E, choppers must be developed to provide the best
timing resolution for chopper spectrometers. Suitable electronic systems for controlling these choppers must also be
developed.
Sample Environment Development
The SNS will make very rapid data collection possible for some experiments. With present equipment it may
take longer to change the sample environment (for instance the temperature) than to accumulate the data. In order
not to waste neutrons, equipment will have to be developed to make rapid and accurate changes in the sample
environment. Additional capabilities for affecting the sample environment will also be developed to enhance the
scientific effectivenessof the neutron scattering instruments. These capabilities include specialized cryostats,
furnaces, magnets, high pressure cells, etc.
Neutroe Optical Component Development

%

Advances in optics can greatly increase the counting rates for some experiments. Long neutron guides will be

required for several of the instruments and development in supermirror technoloey can reduce their cost and

improve their performance. Focusing optics for neutrons, including elliptical mirrors with supermirror or stable
isotope coatings and neutron lenses of various types will also be developed to enhance the neutron flux on the
samples where practical. Polarized neutrons provide many opportunities to extract additional information from the
neutron scattering samples. Polarizers will have to be developed that will polarize a wide energy spectra of neutrons.
Transmission polarizers that rely on nuclear orientation would seem to be the best method,but present equipment
lacks the desired polarization or transmission. A program will be undertaken to improve present day polarizers.
S i good polarizers are needed at all pulsta sources joint programs with other LabOratMieswill establishad. Other
upipmcnt for manipulating the polarized neutrons will be developed as n&
A SNS Optical Component
Mvismy committee composed of expats extanal to the project will provide advice concaning cboices of
technology and vendors for optical component R&D. This committee will be formed in Summer, 1998.

Data Analysis and Visualization Software
The SNS instrumentation will acquire data simultaneously at many different momentum andfor energy

transfers. In order to proceed optimally with an experiment, data will have to be examined as the experiment is in
progress. Some of the spectrometers will acquire more than lo" data points each run and the run times could be
fairly short (minutes or hours). Data €tom the runs have to be visualized in an effective way to use the beam time
properly. In some cases the data will have to be converted to the parameters of interest such as a bond length or an
energy transfer along a given crystal direction. Computer programs will be developed to enable rapid visualization
of raw or partially reduced data. Programs will also be required for full reduction and analysis of the data after it is
collected. In some cases totally new approaches will have to be developed to make efficient use of all the
information in the data sets.

Statnsandschedule
~ the SNS project- This
The President's budget for FY99 includes funding for a line item construction s t a for
budget is now proceeding through Congress, and if this item is approved, the construction project will start in
October, 1998. The Instnunent Advisory Teams and the Instrument Oversight Cornmiact will be formed in late
1998. Plans then caU for all ten of the instruments funded by the project to be sekted by October, 2000, with some
instrumentsbeing selected prior to that time. Instrument umstruction and installation at the SNS facility in Oak
Ridge will be complete by octoba,2005, which marks the end of the construction Project and the beginning of
facility operation and instrument commissioning.

Summarg
In summary, the SNS short-pulse spallation source will provide a significant increase in the neutron
scattering capabilities in the U.S.This facility is planned to be available late in 2005, and the user community is
encouraged to begin thinking now about the types of instrumentation desired for this facility. A substantial R&D
program is planned to complement the instrument construction effort and to enhance the infrastructure for the
development of futureinstruments. This R&D activity should also benefit other neutron Scattcrngfacilities
worldwide.
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